PS Renewables response to Governor Sununu’s Veto of HB365

“HB365 is a regressive cost burden on citizens, benefits large
scale solar developers, and hurts all ratepayers including the
elderly and those on fixed incomes”
HB365 is a proactive step in leading New Hampshire towards the
future of energy generation. Solar will undeniably be a large part of our
energy future. This investment in our future helps encourage
Landowners and Municipalities to create a dual-use of unusable lands,
Landfills, Waste Water Treatment Facilities, and other publicly and
privately held lands, and generating income and tax revenue, all while
helping our environment and reducing our dependence on fossil fuels.
There are currently over 30 projects in NH ready to go, if this
legislation passes. Many of them are Municipalities trying to generate
the savings, income, and tax revenues that go along with them. These
projects will bring millions of investment dollars, and jobs, to the state
of NH.
Ratepayers will benefit with savings from locally produced power.
Increased state and local tax revenues will lower the burden on other
taxpayers. It will also create a defense against regional cost-shifting by
other states, help reduce peak demand and line loss due to local
generation, and help to stabilize the energy grid in NH, reducing the
amount ratepayers pay on transmission charges.
HB365 has been designed to reduce regulatory barriers to produce
low-cost, locally generated, renewable energy. This bill, which would
raise the Net Metering Cap from 1 MW to 5 MW would help offset
expensive Interconnection Costs assigned to Solar DG projects, which
are required to upgrade the hardware owned by the Utility companies,
at the expense of the project. These upgrades, paid for by the
developer, become the property of the Utility.

“Over the life of the subsidy it will cost ratepayers hundreds
of millions in higher electric bills”
Quite the opposite. This program will bring millions of dollars of
investment capital tax revenue and jobs to the state of NH as well
as attracting the young professionals needed for our job force who
consider long term sustainable energy generation to be an
important factor as to where they will settle their lives to build
their future.
Solar is in its youth. This investment to develop these projects will
not only help conserve our environment but as costs of solar
hardware continue to drop and panels become more efficient
will create an even more dramatic cost saving in our future. This
program is designed to encourage the development of solar
power. It will help New Hampshire become more energy selfsufficient and reduce our dependence on fossil fuels which will
certainly help lower energy costs for all its citizens.

Solar development in NH is falling far behind the rest of New England, and the entire the USA

81% of NH households believe we need to invest in renewable energies.
“We should not force ratepayers to massively subsidize those
who can afford to construct 40 acres solar farms”
United States spends $649 Billion Dollars Annually on subsidies for
Fossil Fuel companies
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesellsmoor/2019/06/15/unitedstates-spend-ten-times-more-on-fossil-fuel-subsidies-thaneducation/#5ac55d4f4473
This legislation will help create a more even playing field, for the
fulfillment of our current, and future, energy needs.
Customers who Net Meter under HB365 will use PUC approved rules
designed to prevent cost shifting, and ensure fair rates for all
ratepayers. Utilities will use Net Metered power as “load reduction”,
which will prevent cost shifting, and maximize ratepayer benefits.

“Any perceived tax savings from a net-metered solar project are costshifted to ratepayers across NH”
HB365 will bring more than 100 Million per year of investment dollars to
the State of NH, and the jobs that go along with the projects. There are
dozens of municipal and private projects ready to go, that cannot be done
without the override of this veto.

NH has no natural energy resources, and must import energy. Solar will help change this by:
•
•
•
•
•

NH Electrical Regulations guarantee that workers will be from NH, not imported.
Generating renewable energy within NH for use by municipalities, businesses, and residents
Stabilizing the electric grid through local energy generation and storage of electricity for use locally
Helping businesses and residents reduce their dependence on the fossil fuel companies
Help Farmers generate much needed income to invest in their farms with maintenance, facility repairs, and new equipment, while giving them
the ability to preserve the land, undamaged, and keep family farms in the family

Overriding this Veto will best serve the interests of the citizens of New Hampshire.
It is PS Renewables view that HB365 is in the best interest of New Hampshire’s energy
future, and its municipalities and citizens.
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